The effects of noise pollution as a gift of technology progress is known to some extent and the necessity of dealing with it has been increased [1]. In this regard, the nature of sound and its complications should be well recognized to be controlled by a precise program. The present evaluation is paid to the implementation of hearing protection programs in rubber factory for this purpose. Sound meter and noise evaluation has been done in the different parts of the factory and then several workers have been chosen by random. Then parts that had extra ordinary noise identified. Two hundred twelve workers with mean age 42 year have been selected randomly from different extra ordinary noisy sectors of the plant. They were examined by otoscopy and pure tone audiometry. The results showed that a significant percentage of workers (63%), have hearing problems that 16% have mild hearing loss, 43% have moderate hearing loss 4% have sever hearing loss, and 59% have tinnitus. There were limited ones who use hearing protection device even in extra ordinary noisy places (34.7%). From these 10.9% constantly and 14.76% partially used hearing conservation. The percentage that didn’t use hearing conservation was 9.4. It is noticeable that in parts with high percentage of hearing loss and tinnitus, workers less used hearing conservation. As mentioned in results significant percentage of workers had hearing loss and tinnitus. Investigation in other industrial centers has not been conducted under the same condition, so statistical results are not comparable. There were records that show hearing loss due to exposure to high levels of noise [2, 3]. Regarding to most workers who had hearing loss, suffering from tinnitus, it seems that noise was effective to produce tinnitus. This study reveals that a few workers used hearing conservation. Their reasons for didn’t use hearing conservation were excessive sweat, cannot hearing conservation of coworkers, allergy and infection. Use of hearing conservation is an effective manner to reduce effect of noise on hearing system. For better use of hearing conservation some factors like comfortable for user, air pollution, degree of heat and moisture shall be considered.
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